Feedback on previous Neuroanatomy for Imagers courses



























Very helpful course for beginners with no background in neuroanatomy
Very useful and puts everything into context
Excellent speaker - he explains and delivers very clearly. Cost - value for money. Programme - Perfect.
Venue - perfect.
Prof. Hammers has the gift to teach, it was no problem to stay focused all day, and it was very interesting
and open all the time.
Thank you very much prof., it was a really fantastic course. A lot of fun and incredibly helpful
Excellent provisions, great to have the teaching material to take home and revise, carefully prepared
notes
Excellent presentation style
Bravo!
It was all brilliant!
Excellent - thanks
Very satisfied, Extensive effort into preparing material, well presented. Worth the cost.
Amazing, would recommend to all (starting) neuroimagers
Very well-delivered. Good balance between basic and advanced concepts.
A fantastic comprehensive course
I feel more confident
Loved it. Going to keep referring to the book/notes for a long time!
Thank you for running this course for Imagers. We love what we do in imaging and thank you for your
time
Alexander was an excellent speaker.
Course programme & presentation was excellent.
Excellent, well organised. Well taught.
Very satisfied, very informative and well explained & very well organised.
Everything was perfect
Definitely will recommend the course
Excellent explanations!
I wouldn't change anything
Highly useful course that will help me in the future!

What did you find most helpful?








Pace, enthusiasm of lecturer, quality of information and quality of teaching material
1st session for beginners very helpful in understanding brain structures
That it does go through the basics, right to left bonus
Knowing the regions of the brain, and finding out how to name them and how to best memorise the
name
Excellent course - despite a surgical background with some experience, Prof Hammers' teaching style is
superb. Although he states it is basic, this course is certainly suitable for basic/middle neurology/surgical
trainees.
His ability to simplify and recommend textbooks is excellent


























The speaker's teaching style. He explained clearly and welcomed questions. The illustrations from
Nieuwenhuys were excellent.
The beautiful demonstration of all subjects
Very useful to have all the slides printed with additional course material. It was also very interesting to
hear more about the skull than is usually the case when neuroanatomy is taught
By the time we had got to the labelling the proceeding information had been brilliant and I was feeling
confident about labelling. Perfect time spent on each bit
Have tips of how to look at images in practice. Connect anatomy with what you see in medical imaging.
Really help looking at images in a different way.
Networking.
Lots of visuals & good & clear explanations.
Presenter had a lovely engaging manner
The exercises and landmark points for orientating yourself with the brain anatomy -very useful
The practicals with identifying anatomical regions, effort into making each session bilateral
All course content was helpful
The focus on just structures- not trying to complicate it with functional studies throughout
Starting very basic and getting more complicated. Lots of pictures and illustrations
The way how the professor delivers the content
The structure of the course helped me conceptualise every part of neuroanatomy.
The handout was very helpful & extremely resourceful, beyond my expectations
It helped link together things that I knew separately as one.
The structure of the course allowed for digestible information.
The lecturer was interactive asking questions to ensure students were learning the content and applying
the knowledge gained.
Repeated referral to concepts throughout
The different sessions, pitched at the right level.
Interactivity was great, reinforcement over multiple slides was also good
Having no prior knowledge in neuroscience, it explained the basics (and not so basics) of neuroanatomy in
a simple manner.
Nothing was missed in my view!

